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1. Introduction

1.1. Shtffman [4, Lemma 3] has obtained the following result concerning removable singularities of analytic functions of several complex variables.

Let G be a domain of Cn. Let EcG be closed in G and of zero (2n-2)-dimensional Hausdorff measure. Then each function f analytic in G\,8' has a unique
analytic extension to G.
Harvey-Polking [2, Remark after Theorem 1.1] announces that in view of
the fact that the envelope of meromorphy is the same as the envelope of holomorphy
the above result of Shiffman implies a similar result for meromorphic functions.
In [3, Theorem 3.5] Shiffman's result is generalized in the following way.
Let G be a domain of C". Lel EcG be closed in G and of o-finite (zn-l)dimensional Hausdorff measure. Let ErcE (not necessarily closed in G) be of
zero (2n-2)-dimensional Hausdorff measure. Let f: G\E,*C be a continuous
function such that / is analytic in G\,8 Then / has a unique analytic extension

to

G.

The purpose of this paper is to give a generulization to the above result of
Harvey-Polking. Our generalization (Theorem 3.1 below) is analogous to the above
gener

alization of Shiffman's result.

Our method of proof is to use our result above, Federer's and Shiffman's
measure theoretic results and Levi's extension theorem.

1.2. We use mainly the same notation and terminology as
the following notation is used.
Besides C with its usual euclidean metric we also consider

pactification

C*:C

u{-}

with the spherical metric:

q(a, b)
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in [3].

Moreover,

its one point com-
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q(a,

1

-):1fp15rE-,

when a, b(C. The metric 4 defines in C its usual euclidean topology.
Let D be a subset of Cn. A function f: D*C* is said to be spherically continuous if it is continuous when C* is equipped with the spherical metric 4. Recall
that a function f: D-C is spherically continuous if and only if it is continuous.
For the theory of analytic and meromorphic functions of several complex variables we refer to [6]. However, for the sake of completeness we recall here the following facts.

Let G be a domain of C'. Let f be a function meromorphic in G. Then there is
closed in G and l(f)c N(f) closed in G such thatlis analytic in c\N(/)
a
spherically
continuous extension to G\1(/). Moreover, N(/) is of o-finite
and has
(2n-2)-dimensional Hausdorff measure and I(f) is of o-finite (2n-4)-dimensional
Hausdorff measure (see e.g. [5, pp. 13-150.

N(f)cG

2. Lemmas

We begin with the following result due to Federer [1] and Shiffman; see [4, Corollary 4 and Lemma 21.

2.1. Lemma. Let A be a Borel subset of C". Let a be an arbitrary non-negatiue
number and let

k be an integer such tltat 01k1n-1.

(l) If H2'-2(A)<o*, then H|(Aap-L{x\)<o- for Hzn-z-almost allx(C-L.
If H2"-'(A):0, then Anp-t{x\:g for Hz"-z-almost all x€c"-l.

(2)
(3)

If

aCe,

(=0

and H'k+n(A):O, then there is a complex (n-k)-plane P

through the point a such that Ho(A

nP):0.

We recall that for an arbitrary set BcCn, Ho(B) is the number of points

of

B.

Next we give the properties of analytic and meromorphic functions we need in
Section 3. For the first lemma see [3, Theorem 3.5].
2.2. Lemma. Let G be a domain

Hzn-t(E)-o*. Let ErcE
continuousfunction such

tion

be such

of C". Let EcG

be closed in G and let

that H2,-2(EJ:0. Let

f: G\Er*g

6,

o

that fl0..rE is analytic. Then there is a unique analyticfunc-

f*: G*C such that

,f*l6rfEt:"f'

n:1.
2.3. Lemma. Let G be a domain of C. Let EcG be closed in G and let
Ht(E)-o*. Let f: G\E*C be an analytic function such that f has a spherically continuous extension f*: G*C*. Then f* is rneromorphic in G.
The next lemma is an adaptation of Lemma 2.2 in the case

(
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f*(zo)+-, Lemma 2.2 implies that f* is analytic in a
f*(zo):*, it similarly follows that llf* is analytic ia a

and

neighborhood of zo.lf
neighborhood of zo.

Our last lemma is Levi's extension theorem for meromorphic functions. See e.g.
2.1 (b».
Theorem
[2,

r):D'-l(xo, s) X
B'(yo, t). Let t' be such that O<t'<t. Let f: D"-'(xo, s)X(.82(yo, r)\E'(yo, t'))*C
be an analytic function such that for Hz"-z-almost all x(Do-l(xo, s) the analytic
function gi 82(!o, r)\B'(yo, t')*C,
2.4. Lemma. Let zr:6so; yo)Q.e haae a neighborhood

g*(v):f(x;
has a meromorphic extension to Bz(yo,

t).

Then

Do (zo,

Y),

f

has a unique meromorphic extension

to D"(zo,r).
3. Singularities

The next theorem is the result of this paper. It is an analogue of [3, Theorem 3.5 (Lemma 2.2 above)l for meromorphic functions. However, we formulate it
for analytic functions.

of e. Let EcG be closed in G and let
that H2,-2(EL):0. Let
Clfr*6* be a
"f:

3.1. Theorem. Let G be a domain

Hz"-t(E)=o-. Let ErcE

be such

spherically continuous function such that
unique meromorphic extension to G.

"flG\E

is analytic. Then

flG\E

has a

Proof. Since ä2n-1 (E)<o-, int E:0. Hence it is sufficient to show that each
point zs(E has a neighborhood (J,oin G such that "f14.\E has a meromorphic
extension to U,o. Let zoQE be arbitrarily given.
We first consider the case zo€E\Er. Suppose first that f(zo);-. Using the
spherical continuity of f at the point zo and Lemma 2.2 we find a neighborhood
(I,o of zo in G such that
"flU,.\E has a unique analytic extension g*i U,oC*.
lf f(zo):*, it similarly follows that there is a neighborhood U,oof zoin G
such that 1//14o\E has a unique analytic extension h; U,o*C. Therefore
h*:llh: U,o*C* gives the desired meromorphic extension of /lQ.\E to
40. Moreover, h* is spherically continuous.
To treat the case zo:(xoi lo)€8, we proceed as follows.
Denote

Ei.: (cr,.!{.r,

tJ,)

n E,

JunaNr
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where U, is as above. Then
Define /*: G\Ef *6:*,

RTTUnNTAUS

Eic.G is closed in G. Since EicEr, H2"-2(Ei):0.

k) when z €U,,0 for some z6eE\E', such that f(r'r) **,
f*(r) - I lr. (r) when z €U,,0 for some 26€.8'\8, such that f (z'r): -,
lf (r) when z€ G\^E'.
Since int E:0, f* is well defined. Moreover, /* is meromorphic and spherically
continuous. Therefore there is a set N(/*)c\Ei closed in \E{ such that
H"-'(N(f*))=o- and /+l(G\E \N("f) is analytic. Denote Ei:Eiuff(,f*).
I

s.

I

Then

E'icG is closed in G and tt2"-'1n{1=o_. By Lemma

2.1 (3) there is a

complex plane P through the point zo such that HL(E{nP):0. Rotating the coordinate system, if necessary, we may assume f :{xo}XC.
Since äl(Ein({xo}XC)):0, thereis t>0 suchthat {xo}XB2(yo, t)cG and,
Since {xo}XSt(.yo,l) is compact in G\Ei and Ei is
{xo}X.Sl(yo, r)c\Ei.

closedinG,thereareJ:(rr,...,tr-t),rj=0,j:1,...,n-1,andt1,t2,O<tr<t<.tr,
such that D'-' (*r,s)X.82(7s, tr)cG and Do-' (*o,§)X(,Br()r0, rr)\B2(yo, l)c
c\rl. Hence f*lD"-'(xo,s)x(,ar(yo, rr)\Br(yo, ä)) is analytic.
Denote

Br: {x(D-r(xe, s)läo(({x}x.arfur,l)) nff(/*)) = o_},
Br: {xeD,-r(xo, s)l({x}x,arfuo, t)) a Ei : g},

B:
By Lemma 2.I

(l)

Bt^

Bz,

and (2), gzn-z(pn-r(xo,

E,(x)

:

{l

€

B'

1,

s)\B):0.

o, tr)l@; y) < N

Then .E,(x)c B'(yo,lr) is closed inBz(yn,
define g*: B'(yo, tr)*C*,

For each x(.8 denote

U\}.

r) and H\(n,@))-o_. For each xeB

g*0):I*@;y).

Then g, is spherically continuous anld g*lB2(yo,

lr)\E,(x)

is analytic. By Lemma 2.3

g, is meromorphic.
By Lemma2.4 f*lD"-l(xo,s)X(B2(yo,rr)\Br(yr,tr)) has a unique meromorphic extension to D'-1(xo,s)XB,(yo, lr), which concludes the proof.
3.2. Corollary. Let G be a domain of C. Let EcG be closed in G and let
H2n-2(E):0. Let f be meromorphic in G\8. Then f has a unique meromorphic
extension to G.

in \,8, there is a set N(/)cG\,E closed
in OrE such that H'"-'(tt(f))=o- andlis analytic in (c\E)\N(/). Similarly, there is a set l(f)cN(f) such that H"-'(IU)):0 and /l(c\.8)\N(/)
has a spherically continuous extension to (OyE)VCf). Denote F:EvN(/) and
Fr:EvIU). Then FcG is closed in G and H2"-17F1-o-. Similarly, FrcF
Proof. Since/is meromorphic
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has a spherically conand H2"-2(4):0. Moreover, the analytic function
"fl6\f
tinuous extension to \Fr. Hence the assertion follows from Theorem 3.1.

3.3. Remark. The result of Theorem 3.1 is sharp in the following sense: If
we assume that H2"-2(E):0, then the conditiotr H'o-|(E)<o- cannot for any
c=0 be replaced by the condition gzn-t+u(E):0. This can be seen from the
example given

in [3, Remark

3.4].

3.4. Remark. The result of Theorem 3.1 is sharp also in the following sense:
we assume that Hzn'L1E\=q-, then the condition H2"-2(EL):0 cannot be
replaced by the condition H2"-2(Er1-*. This can be seen from the following

If

example.

The function

,f:

,"\(D'-'X

101;*6:,

f (z) :
is analytic. Here

E:E.--D'-Ly.{0}

stt»'

and thus

I12'-2(E)=-. However,/has

no

meromorphic extension to D'.
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